MLA Documentation: Dare to Document
Important Notes
These web-based guidelines have been designed and developed as a service to JCC students, faculty,
and staff. Address comments and suggestions regarding this site to Joanna Chrzanowski, who
developed this guide with generous assistance from Steve Brown.
These citations represent only the most frequently used sources. THEY ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE
COMPLETE! For complete documentation style, see MLA Handbook, the most recent edition. For more
comprehensive examples, the English Department recommends you use The Concise Wadsworth
Handbook or another recent edition of a handbook.
Follow all punctuation marks, quotes, spacing, and italicizing exactly as shown in the examples
throughout the guide.

Citing Books
Notes:
There is a PERIOD after every book title.
Capitalize all major words of the book’s title, except for articles, coordinating conjunctions, and
prepositions unless such a word is the first word of the title or subtitle.
Italicize titles of books.

One Author
Blake, Jeffrey. {Author's name} The African American Church Community in Rochester, New York,
1900-1940. {Title of the book italicized} Oshkosh, NY: {City of publication and state abbreviation
if city not well known} U. of Rochester, {Publisher} 2008. {Year} Print. {Publication medium}
No Author
Natural Resources of the North Country. Potsdam: SUNY, 2003. Print.

Two or Three Authors
Miller, Reginald, and Susan Ross. {Second author's name not reversed} The Right to Write: Teaching
Composition in Two-Year Colleges. Los Angeles: Newton, 2009. Print.

Four or More Authors
Kowalski, Joanna, et al. Twentieth Century Polish Literature. New York: Routledge, 2007. Print.

Author and Editor
Means, Robert. The Art of the Sioux. Ed. Patrick Dickins. New York: Penguin, 2008. Print.

Edited Book
Eddy, Olivia, ed. Horror Stories and other Works. New York: Penguin, 2008. Print.

Edition Other than First
Perkins, Rosemary. Muted Echoes: The Plight of Communications in a Postmodern Age. 2nd ed.
Boston: Harcourt, 2009. Print.

Article, Chapter, Essay, Story, or Poem in Anthology or Collected Work
Johnson, Elizabeth. {Author} "Emma Flower Taylor: North Country Philanthropist." {Title of the article
or chapter in quotes} Discovering Fact and Fiction in North Country Legends. {Title of the
anthology italicized} Ed. Carol Jawitz. {Editor's name} Oxford:{City of publication} Oxford UP,
{Publisher} 2007. {Year} 215-295. {Inclusive page numbers of article cited} Print. {Publication
medium}

Unsigned Article in General Reference Book
"Snorkeling." {Title of article in quotes} The New Encyclopedia Britannica. {Name of reference book
italicized} 2008 ed. {Edition } Print. {Publication medium}

Signed Article in Specialty Reference Book
Valentine, Marie. "Nursing Minds and Bodies: Caring for Quadriplegic Adults." Encyclopedia of
Bioethics. Eds. Deborah Brown and Jeff Green. 6 vols. Chicago: Free, 2007. Print.

Government Publication
United States. {Name of the government, federal, state, or local} Dept. of Defense. {Name of the
agency} Guide to Cleaning Your M16. {Title of the publication italicized} Washington: {City of
publication} GPO, {Publisher} 2009. {Year} Print. {Publication medium}

Citing Periodicals
Note:
There is NO period after newspaper, journal, or magazine title.

Article in Daily Newspaper
Baird, Martha. {Author's name} "My Visit to China: A Philosophical Experience." {Title of the article in
quotes} New York Times {Name of newspaper italicized} 11 July 2009, {Date of publication} late
ed.: {Edition} C1+. {Section and page number(s)} Print. {Publication medium}
Marshall, Corlene. "Emma Flower Taylor: A Woman to Remember." Watertown Daily Times 12 Aug.
2009: B4. Print.

Signed Article in Weekly or Monthly Magazine
Horowitz, John. {Author} "Using the Case Study Method to Teach Critical Thinking." {Title of article in
quotes} Newsweek {Name of magazine italicized} 24 May 2009: {Date of publication} 45+.
{Page number(s) of article} Print. {Publication medium}
Clayton, Lawrence. "Remedial English Rocks." Texas Monthly Sept. 2007: 23-26. Print.

Unsigned Article in Newspaper or Magazine
"How to Survive New York Winters." U.S. News and World Report 9 Oct. 2008: 40-45. Print.

Article in a Scholarly Journal Paginated by Volume or Issue
Hayden, William.{Author} "Qualitative Research Methodology in Community Colleges." {Title of article
in quotes} Research in Higher Education {Journal title italicized} 98.2 {Volume number. Issue
number} (2008): {Year of publication in parenthesis} 205-213. {Inclusive page numbers} Print.
{Publication medium}

Citing Other Sources
Interview or Lecture
Romano, David. Personal interview. 20 Jan. 2009.
Clinton, William. Interview by Joan Stephenson. Talk of the Nation. Natl. Public Radio. WWSP,
Chicago. 28 Dec. 2007. Radio.
Irwin, Thomas. "Successful Strategies for Marketing Your Car." Jefferson Community College,
Watertown, NY. 6 Sept. 2008. Lecture.

Film or Video or DVD
Star Wars. Dir. George Lucas. Perf. Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher. Paramount, 1975.
Film.
Star Wars. Dir. George Lucas. Perf. Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher. 1975. {Date of
original film release} TriStar, 1999. {Date of Video release} Videocassette.
Star Wars. Dir. George Lucas. Perf. Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher. 1975. {Date of
original film release} TriStar, 1999. {Date of DVD release} DVD.

TV Show
"New Age Terrorism." Sixty Minutes. CBS. WSTN, Syracuse, NY, 18 Dec. 2004. Television.

Citing CD-ROMs or DVD-ROMs
Note:
Check with a librarian if you are not clear as to the TYPE of medium (CD-ROM or web) you are using
because each is cited differently.

Article from periodical Publication
Smith, Patricia. {Author} "The Role of the Student in Learning." {Title of article in quotes}
Composition Quarterly {Title of periodical italicized} 31 {Volume number} (2006): {Date of article
publication in parenthesis} n.pag. {Page number(s) not given} Academic Abstracts. {Title of CDROM italicized} CD-ROM. {Medium identified} Ebsco. {Producer/publisher of CD-ROM} 2008.
{Date of CD-ROM publication}
"The Social Behavior of the Panda." National Geographic Aug. 2008: 12-13. CD-ROM. General Science
Index. H. W. Wilson. 2009.

Nonperiodical Publication
“Bucolic England.” British Poetry. London, Socrates, 2007. CD-ROM.

Citing Internet Sources and Online Databases
Important Note:
Citing sources found through the Internet can be confusing. Remember - all that glitters isn't gold,
and everything you find through the Internet is not cited the same. First decide what you have, and
then match it to the nearest example.
Remember - the information is only as good as the source!

Here are some general guidelines for citing material found through the Internet and online databases:
1. Decide what type of electronic source you have (web page? library database? online book?
magazine or newspaper? reference work?).
2. Find the closest example in the section below.
3. Follow that format as closely as you can. You won't always find everything! Be sure to look for the
date the document/site was put on the web and who the producer/publisher is (both are often
found at the very end of the item or bottom of the web page).
4. Then add the date you found the material.

Note:
NEVER give pages for web sites because these
exist only on the screen, not in print.

Web Site with NO Author and NO Document Title
Skateboarding Online. {Name or title of site italicized} Martin Industries, {Company or organization
doing the posting, often found at the very end of the web page} Apr. 2009. {Date posted on web,
often found at the very end of the web page} Web. {Medium type}3 Aug. 2009. {Date you
accessed the site}

Web Site WITH Author and Document Title
Humboldt, Jessica. "Skateboarding and You." Skateboarding Online. Martin Industries, 2008. Web. 5
May 2009.

Web Site WITH Document Title Only
"Skateboarding Made Easy." Skateboarding Online. Martin Industries, 2009. Web. 11 Feb. 2009.

Government Website
United States. {Name of federal, state, or local government} U.S. Department of Labor. Office of
Labor Programs. {Name of agency or department} Occupational Outlook Handbook. {Name of
publication italicized} Oct. 2008. {Date posted on the web} Bureau of Labor Statistics. {Electronic
source} Web. {Electronic medium} 24 Oct. 2009.

Scholarly Journal Article Found through LIBRARY Database
Brown, John O. {Author} "What to Do When All of Your Company's Experts Have Been Downsized."
{Title of article or item in quotes} Quality Progress {Name of journal italicized} 12.3 {Volume and
issue number for scholarly journals only} (2007): 15-27. {page range, if given; if no pages given
use n. pag.} WilsonSelect Plus. {Database name italicized} Web. {Medium type} 28 May 2009.
{Date you accessed this source}

Popular Magazine Article Found through LIBRARY Database
Challenger, James E. {If you don't have an author, begin with the title of the article in quotes}
"Downsizing Is Bad for Business." USA Today Jan. 2006: 66-69. {Pages of the original article}
InfoTrac Onefile. Web. 22 Feb. 2009.

Newspaper Article Found through LIBRARY Database
"Brother Governors Steal GOP Spotlight: George Bush's Sons See Lessons in Wins." {Begin with the
article title in quotes because no author is given.} Boston Globe 19 Nov. 2008: A11. Lexis-Nexis.
Web. 22 Feb. 2009.

Article in Online Encyclopedia
Jones, John. "Jobs for Today's Community College Graduates." Americana Online. Encyclopedia
Americana, 2008. Web. 15 Aug. 2009.
“Poe, Alexander.” Encyclopaedia Britannica Online. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2009. Web. 18 June
2009.

Article in CQ Researcher
Housman, Chad. “Ingredients and Styles in Modern Cuisine.” CQ Researcher 17.2 (2007): 55-58. CQ
Researcher Online. Web. 2 Feb. 2009.

Article in Opposing Viewpoints, Taking Sides, or Pro Con
Boomer, Steven. “Obesity among U.S. Children.” Health. Ed. John Stevenson. San Diego, CA:
Greenhaven, 2007. Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Web. 22 Nov. 2009.
Fosse, Susan. “Children and Their Eating Habits.” Parents and Infants Magazine 13 Oct. 2008: 22-23.
Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Web. 22 Nov. 2009.

Electronic Books
NetLibrary
Shahan, Sherry. Dashing through the Snow: The Story of the Jr. Iditarod. Brookfield, CT.: Millbrook,
1997. NetLibrary. Web. 10 Apr. 2009.

SUNY Press E Book Collection
Sherraden, Margaret S., Cynthia K. Sanders, and Michael Sherraden. Kitchen Capitalism. Albany: U of
New York P, 2004. SUNY Press E Book Collection. Web. 14 May 2009.

ACLS Humanities E-Book Project
Thomson, Alistair. Anzac Memories: Living with the Legend. Melbourne: Oxford UP, 1994. ACLS
Humanities E-Book Project. Web. 8 June 2009.
Gale Virtual Reference Library (Citation of a specific entry from an e-book, with page
numbers)
“Wireless Systems Integrator.” Business Plans Handbook. Ed. Jacqueline K. Mueckenheim. Vol. 9.
Detroit: Gale, 2002. 423-450. Gale Virtual Reference Library. Web. 19 Oct. 2009.

Credo Reference (Citation of a specific entry from an e-book, without page numbers)
“Juarez, Benito (Pablo) 1806 – 1872.” Chambers Biographical Dictionary. London: Chambers, 2003.
Credo Reference. Web. 3 May 2009.

Article or Document Found Directly on Internet
Scholarly Article
Fallon, Nicolas. "Community College Students Compete Well." National Community College Journal
5.3 (Mar. 2009): 22-32. Web. 2 Oct. 2004.

General Magazine Article
"Study While You Party." {Begin with article title if no author given} Time. Time, June 2007. Web. 6
Sept. 2008.

Newspaper Article
Miser, Fred. "How to Finance Your Education." New York Times. New York Times, 5 May 2008. Web. 6
Jan. 2009.

Online Book
Pasquale, Charles. Failure of Men. Boston, 2008. Google Books Search. Web. 2 May 2009.

Sample Research Paper
Why is this an "A" paper?
This student-generated research paper demonstrates the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

clear focus (evident in thesis and relevant information/details)
clear organization (evident through topic sentences)
specific and varied evidence, such as statistics, historical facts, cases, expert explanations, and
examples
authoritative sources in sufficient numbers to show depth of research
exceptional integration of diverse sources, such as scholarly journal articles, books, popular
magazine articles, and Internet (Note that the paper doesn't rely on Internet sources!)
clear student explanations and commentary tying evidence to the main points and ultimately to
thesis
correct MLA documentation (in-text citations and works-cited page) and MLA format
varied and effective signal phrases that introduce quotes, summaries, and paraphrases

This is Carol Rivers’ research paper, printed and edited with her permission.

Notes:
•
•

•

Research papers customarily use third person, NOT "you" or "I."
In-text citations NEVER use web URL addresses.
The manuscript must be paginated in the upper right-hand corner in the HEADER using
student's last name and page number.

Carol Rivers
Dr. Chrzanowski
ENG 101
12 July 2009
Reinstating Compulsory Conscription
World War II marked the last war that received full American support. The draft,
known today as compulsory conscription, was an integral part of that war. Seventy percent
of American men aged 18 to 35 served. The common experience shared amongst these
men created lifetime friendships for an entire generation. No other conflict since then has
come close to producing such national unification and pride of citizenry. So states Charles
Moskos, late professor of sociology for Northwestern University, recipient of the

Distinguished Service Award for the U.S. Army, and a draftee for the U.S. Army Combat
Engineers (Moskos). Currently, however, according to the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs, the official estimate of the American veteran population is approximately
24,816,000 (“Veteran”). Total U.S. population exceeds 301 million people (“The New
Boomers”). In other words, the ratio of veterans to the total U.S. population is less than
10%. Comparison of these figures reflects that American enlistment ratios in the U.S.
Armed forces have decreased dramatically since World War II. The U.S. is a dominant
military force in the world today; however, it also has allies that it must help protect and
defend in the name of democracy. As a result of the above, American forces are involved in
multi-theater (or diverse worldwide) roles, both simultaneously and continuously, thus
spreading out our troops over diverse areas. Additionally, the extended war on terrorism
continues to deplete American military forces, and international news reflects American
discord and varying degrees of enthusiasm in continued war efforts. Consequently, since
only one in ten Americans has served in the armed forces, American understanding of
military requirements is diminishing, right along with the unity that comes with such
knowledge. Thus, the realization that American safety walks hand in hand with a strong
military never hits home to the majority of today’s American citizens. Compulsory
conscription needs reinstating to reestablish true American citizenship and national
unification of the people, thereby resulting in the expansion of U.S. troops and increased
homeland security.
Nonetheless, one of the worries of Americans in reinstituting the draft is that the
educated, the rich, and the children of political officials will still be able to avoid military
service. Critics of the draft complain that full-time students will continue to defer their
military service to continue their education, and therefore conscription largely affects those
not able to afford to attend college (“National”). During a census in the late 70’s, only six
college graduates joined the enlisted ranks during the entire year of the census, reports
author Alan Greenblatt (380).

Another factor brought up against the draft is the continued

avoidance of serving in the military by the rich. Certainly, this may still be the case if the
draft were to be reinstated and the rich continued to move. David Segal, Director of the
University of Maryland’s Center for Research on Military Organizations, agrees that wealthy
society members were exempt during colonial times and during the Cold War. They paid
others to replace them in the enlisted ranks (Greenblatt 380). Additionally, James
Quinlivan, senior analyst for the RAND Corporation, asserts that the rich moved to areas
beyond the reach of the draft rather than serve in the militia (Greenblatt 380). A 1960’s
historian by the name of Myra Macpherson also contends that as much as the country was
against the Vietnam War, avoiding military service during that time was considered a badge
of honor (380). Additionally, portions of the American public contend that exclusion from
compulsory conscription will also include certain political factions. These American citizens
feel that foreign war commitment of the public is not strong because the children of elected
officials do not serve (Greenblatt 381). In fact, the overall percentage of congressional
children in the military of service age continues to fall, states William Galston, former
Deputy Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy (214). Indeed, looking through the
Iraq casualty list over the years on CNN supports that the majority of the casualties are the
poor, middle-class, or blue-collar workers. Clearly, these worries about the privileged
members of society being exempt from conscription are indeed a valid concern of potential
draftees.
Undoubtedly, worry about the exemption of privileged members of society from the
draft is a matter of concern. However, if compulsory conscription would be reinstated
according to New York’s United States Representative Charles Rangel’s proposed bill, it
would replace the Selective Service law and introduce a system in which ALL American men
and women, including legal permanent residents, ages eighteen to twenty-six would be
subject to compulsory military service or an alternative civilian service (Rangel 206). The
bill vests the President with the authority to determine the numbers of draftees needed and
the selection method. Deferment would be limited to those completing high school, up to

the age of twenty. Moreover, there would be no exemptions for college or graduate school
(206). Rangel also asserts that politicians would more readily feel the pain of war conflict
and sacrifice if their children were also on the front lines. He discloses that four only
members of the 107th Congress who voted in favor of the Iraq war had children in the
military (206). Similarly, if Rangel’s mandatory military service becomes reality, the
government will put more consideration into troop deployments, and the American public
will be more accepting of the resultant casualties if the economically advantaged as well as
politicians’ sons and daughters are placed in combat situations (“National”). The majority of
Americans will feel the ramifications of war. Therefore, reinstating compulsory conscription
will result in American unification.
Furthermore, those who oppose the draft feel that in a free society, the choice to
serve or not to serve in the military is a constitutional right, and mandatory military service
is an infringement upon this right. In other words, a draft will raise ethical issues by forcing
Americans to join the armed forces against their will. Low morale will ensue, and the
military’s all-around quality will decline (“National”). Furthermore, enforcement of military
service by the government upon citizens implies a grantor-grantee relationship and that the
government is not a true protector of American rights warns Doug Bandow, former special
assistant to President Reagan and his Military Manpower Task Force. He also observes that
freedom is not a gift from a king or the state requiring the paying of homage, as this would
reflect a feudalistic, fascist, and socialistic point of view (371). In other words, a free
American’s rights are not a privilege bestowed by the government, but the rights of a free
society. In comparison, especially if military service is life threatening, forcing Americans
into service might not fit the definition of a free country (“National”). Consequently, some
Americans consider reinstatement of the draft to be unconstitutional, as allowing its future
implementation is in direct conflict with the definition of a free society.
Given, if taken at face value, enforcing the draft upon the “free” society of America
may indeed appear to be an infringement of American rights. Nevertheless, these same

free Americans should want to defend themselves, their homes, and their country in the
very name of freedom. Their freedom is a direct result of the draft during the War of
Independence (Kestnbaum 24). American citizens should be proud of America’s hard-won
freedom and the privileges that result from that freedom. Therefore, doesn’t it follow that
continuation of freedom be underscored by implementation of the draft? Indeed, if citizens
construe national service as a duty they owe to their country, why not enforce its
implementation the same as contractual duties? Additionally, Jim Lehrer, a former Marine
Corps soldier during the 1950s, gratefully comments that his forced service to his country
changed his life. He insists his service permanently reconnected him to the rest of the
world outside of himself and, furthermore, that these connections are essential for the
continued success of a democratic society (“National”). Obviously, reinstating compulsory
service is a benefit to the United States by not only reintroducing citizen pride in defending
America, but also by unifying America as a whole.
Moreover, draft opponents contend that compulsory national service will be too
costly for an already severely economically challenged United States. Americans can learn
how economically challenged the country is simply by watching television or taking a quick
look at the newspapers. The economic situation is all over the news every day.
Compulsory conscription will result in the need to train more soldiers and in America
spending billions of dollars that it can ill afford. In support of this analysis, Lawrence Korb,
Senior Advisor to the Center for Defense Information, states that the average enlistment
period is four years, and most draft proposals call for no more than a two-year enlistment
(217). It makes sense that if soldiers turn over more rapidly, more training is required.
Korb also determines that the resultant mixed draft and volunteer force would be more
expensive to the United States than the all-volunteer force because the large influx of
draftees would result in an increase in training costs (217). Similarly, implementation of
the draft would result in a large number of these shortened enlistments, and the cost of
opening more training bases would be significant, warns the Defense Department.

Additionally, draft opponents believe that lowering the enlistment time requirement will
significantly increase permanent change of station costs because of the resulting shortening
of overseas tours (Bandow 380). To illustrate further the increase in costs resulting from
the draft, comparing recent military personnel costs with those of the draft in 1973 yields an
8% decrease in Pentagon spending (Korb 217). Admittedly, today’s forces are much
smaller than they were back in 1973, but it is reasonable to conclude that savings of any
significance will be nominal at best (217). Consequently, compulsory conscription may
prove to be too costly and detrimental to America’s economy.
Certainly, the United States is suffering a severe economic recession. However,
institution of the draft would lead to positive economic consequences. For example, the
draft would provide a source of full-time income for otherwise jobless Americans, thus
reducing America’s high unemployment rates. Supporting this, Galston observes that this
was certainly the case during the 1974-75 recessions and the recession of 1982-83 (219).
Similarly, the increased number of training posts would open up countless numbers of jobs
for civilians, thus also succeeding in reducing unemployment rates. Additionally, the
economic crisis would have the effect of retaining those already enlisted in the armed
forces. In fact, a research group found that for each one percent increase in the
unemployment rate, retention rates went up two percent in the military (Marshall).
Additionally, an economist at the University of Chicago, Gary Becker, argues that the
financing of a large volunteer army during a long war increases tax rates, and the draft
would directly affect lowered budget costs per soldier (Marshall). Therefore, reinstating
compulsory conscription would not only aid America through this economic crisis, but would
also increase our force strength during America’s global war on terror.
Additionally, what opponents fail to understand is that compulsory conscription is
necessary to reintroduce to American citizens what the true concept of citizenship is. In
order to be a United States "citizen" and have certain rights, one should also have a military
service obligation. Unfortunately, just being born here is adequate to be a "citizen." As

General George Washington so eloquently observed, "... it must be laid down as a primary
position and the basis of our (democratic) system, that every citizen who enjoys the
protection of a free Government owes not only a proportion of his property, but even his
personal service to the defense of it” (qtd. in “Learn”). To understand what citizen
obligation means, addressing where exactly the term “American citizenship” originates is
essential. Meyer Kestnbaum, assistant professor of sociology and research and associate of
the Center for Research on Military Organization at the University of Maryland, conducted
extensive research on its origins. To begin with, the Continental Army was established in
1775, commanded by General Washington during the War of Independence. Originally, the
militia was comprised entirely of men entering freely as citizens of state (17).
Unfortunately, their lack of training and discipline coupled with prolonged conflict resulted in
a serious reduction in ranks (18). This reduction threatened the states’ potential successful
outcome in their fight for freedom. Consequently, George Washington and the Continental
Congress initiated the call for compulsory service in the army by citizens of the states if the
war for its freedom were not to be lost (22). Summarized, the authorization of federal
military conscription by national legislature was based solely upon American citizenship
(29). This new Continental Army of conscripted citizens finally secured America its
independence on the battlefield (24). Moreover, the people as a whole understood that the
draft had been essential to their success in the War of Independence and that citizenship
required certain military responsibilities.
Unfortunately, in today’s United States most Americans have lost touch with its
history and the meaning of Washington’s definition of citizenship. Carol Grigsby, a graduate
of the National War College and previously holding positions in the State Department, U.S.
Agency for International Development, and the U.S. Senate, asserts that waving the flag
and enjoying a peaceful environment is hardly the definition of citizenship. She insists that
an examination of America’s value systems is in order to reestablish this essential principle.
Moreover, she adds that the American people now have the greatest opportunity to

recapture the true meaning of being an American and that our successors will have a strong
foundation of comprehension of the challenges they will face as citizens (111). The
requirement of young Americans to put in a brief period of national duty would go a long
way to familiarize Americans with the obligations of citizenship (118). Similarly, a 1986
Ford Foundation study conducted by Richard Danzig, a member of the Obama transition
team, and Peter Szanton, a policy analyst, observes that in today’s America, virtually the
only true sense of citizenship as an ideal to be earned rather than simply received is held by
military veterans, Peace Corps alumni, and ironically enough, immigrants (Greenya 13).
Americans should understand the implications of history on the United States’ current
freedom and should accept certain military responsibilities as its proud citizens.
Additionally, the loss of the essence of citizenship due to lack of compulsory
conscription has resulted in the degradation of national unification. The United States
contains two distinctly separate worlds, one civilian and one military. There is no cohesion
between the two. Immediately preceding the calamitous events of 9/11, Robert Putnam,
political scientist and professor of public policy at Harvard University, wrote a book about
the American lack of social cohesion (Grigsby 111). Furthermore, Grigsby adds that
although the 9/11 tragedy led to emergency personnel response and personal sacrifice, as
well as a surge in patriotism and an increase in American interest in service to country, it
did not result in any notable increase in volunteering or other support services (111). Even
today, relatively few Americans have been a part of wartime service or any other form of
national programs (110). Without military service by the majority of the people, the armed
forces concerns, responsibilities, and understanding are lost. Consequently, the loss of the
draft is also resulting in American loss of national unity. Today, the all-volunteer military
force continues to be the United States’ backbone and strength in protecting United States
homeland security. Since the conclusion of the Vietnam War and the end of the draft, the
U.S. military has been comprised of all volunteers. The all-volunteer army’s 35-year
commitment, professionalism, and enhanced cohesion due to the strains of military combat

are the very core of unity (113). Each troop is responsible not only for his own actions and
survival, but for his neighboring soldier's as well. Grigsby concludes that this enhanced
cohesion, although essential to combat environment, has the undesired effect of civilian and
troop inability to be part of the other’s world. The military views the average American as
leading a soft life, and the civilians have no comprehension of the values and realities of the
soldier. Oftentimes, the only connection they have with one another is through family
(113).
I can attest to this military-civilian divide through my own experience as a soldier. I
was a 10th Mountain Division soldier working in the same building with civilians, with both
sides serving computer operations of Fort Drum. Very little communication existed between
civilians and soldiers. Although my unit worked in that building for the better part of five
years, most of our soldiers didn’t even know the civilians’ names, or even what their roles
were in relation to ours. Likewise, the civilians had virtually no communications with the
soldiers. Even more frightening, several of my coworkers today express exasperation with
my continued devotion to watching CNN. They complain, “International news doesn’t apply
to us. Why don’t you watch the local news instead? That’s what’s important here.” They
express these comments during our global “war on terrorism,” with troops dying by the
hundreds in Iraq and Afghanistan and North Korea’s attempts at proliferation of nuclear
arms. They do not realize that the U.S. armed forces need public support now more than
ever at this critical point in America’s continued fight for freedom and safety. Yet they
celebrate July 4 as if it is a right due them as citizens when they do not even know the true
meaning of the word. Clearly, compulsory conscription is necessary to unite America as one
nation.
Ultimately, the absence of a draft and the resulting lack of national unity and support
have lead to a serious decrease in our troop levels. The U.S. Armed Forces are operating at
alarmingly low levels, threatening America’s safety. U.S. troop involvement in multi-theater
engagements reduces the level of troops ensuring homeland security and therefore exposes

America to possible infiltration or military action from enemies. Supporting this view,
politicians, both Republican and Democrat alike, are worried that American troops are
spread too thin globally (Prah 664). Very importantly, retired general Barry McCaffrey, a
professor of international security studies at the U.S. Military Academy, agrees that civilian
support for the war is dropping alarmingly along with recruitment. Worse, our U.S. Army
and Marine troops, both active-duty and National Guard, are undermanned and
disintegrating (664). Shawn Brimly, writing for the U.S. Army War College, and a Fellow at
the Center for a New American Security in Washington, also finds that with the number of
U.S. troops engaging in overseas commitments, the Armed Forces’ ability to respond to
other strategic surprises is seriously limited.

He quotes Joint Chief of Staff Chairman

Admiral Mullen, “The pace of ongoing operations has prevented our forces from training for
the full-spectrum of operations and impacts our ability to be ready to counter future threats.
This lack of balance is unsustainable in the long term” (28). Obviously, the inadequate
strength of the United States military needs addressing, with counteractive measures.
Moreover, General Chiarelli, the Army’s vice chief of staff, states that the Army’s goal is to
expand its active-duty troops to 547,400. This would be an increase of 65,000 troops.
Approximately 148,000 troops, almost one third of our forces, were occupying Iraq alone in
late 2008 (“Bush”). Indeed, the United States needs more troops in its ranks to ensure
American safety and success in international affairs. Currently, the Pentagon is trying ways
other than the draft to supplement American armed forces. These include enforcing
extended enlistment contract times when troop deployment is imminent. This is known as
“stop-loss,” also known by many as the “backdoor draft.” A personal interview with a
government headquarters employee of a military installation, who works almost exclusively
with soldiers, reveals that this stop-loss technique is draining physically and mentally on the
soldiers and their families (Anonymous). He states that soldiers deploy to hot spots such as
Iraq or Afghanistan five, six, or more times during one enlistment (Anonymous). Another
technique the Pentagon is utilizing to supplement U.S. forces is drawing heavily from all

reserve and National Guard units (Prah 665). Prah’s statistics from the Department of
Defense show that members of these units constitute approximately half of the men and
women serving in the U.S. Armed Forces. The usual role of these units is as part-time
soldiers for one weekend a month and two weeks of the year only. They are also the ones
who respond to state emergencies. Now, because of the decrease of troops in the Armed
Forces, they have to spend months, if not years, overseas. They must leave behind jobs
and families, thus creating heavy emotional and financial burdens (665). Moreover, state
governors are worried that the heavy reliance of the military upon these units will leave the
nation vulnerable to emergencies such as wildfires, floods, and earthquakes.
Additionally, recruitment quota levels are not being met (665). The Government
Accountability Office (GAO), otherwise known as the investigative arm of Congress,
analyzes and audits for Congress. Its audit of troop levels revealed low numbers. Congress
was informed and countered with the authorization of a pilot program called the National
Defense Authorization Act for 2006 (Farrell 1). This act encourages increased enlistment by
offering recruitment incentives. These incentives include bonuses up to $8,600 per year for
recruiters exceeding their recruitment quota, fund up to $40,000 for home ownership to the
soldier, and waive required service obligations from eight years to two years to fill the
shortage of medical professional and chaplains (5). These incentives reflect the importance
Congress is attributing to expanding U.S. forces. This expansion must be sufficient to
maintain multi-theater activities and national security. I watch CNN, as previously noted,
and the assessment there too is U.S. troop strength is still thin, even with the measures
taken to supplement the forces. Moreover, if a simple college student such as myself can
access this critical national information, so can potential enemies of the United States.
America’s international relations and activities hinge upon international (both enemies and
allies) perception of U.S. military strength. Therefore, America’s armed forces need to
expand soon, or foreign perception of the United States as a dominant military force will

weaken. The Obama Administration faces very serious times indeed, and these issues need
resolution yesterday. Compulsory conscription should be a part of that resolution.
In conclusion, while there is dissension, the United States needs to reinstitute
compulsory conscription. The increase in American citizen participation in the army will
broaden their understanding and acceptance of military responsibilities and concerns.
Eventually, military volunteerism will result once the public understands the true meaning of
citizenship. Once again, the public will be a well-informed public. Unification between the
military and the American civilian worlds will occur, and American national pride will
increase. The resultant expansion of the U.S. armed forces will ensure American safety.
However, Congress and the Pentagon need to act on draft implementation before it is too
late. Today, the world recognizes the United States as a dominant military force, and its
citizens live in a free nation and enjoy many rights and comforts as a part of that
recognition. Very shortly, this may no longer be the case, as freedom needs continuous
protection made difficult by a war-torn and depleted army. Unfortunately, the low number
of American military forces threatens the freedom of American society. Without increasing
military personnel, freedom will become a thing of the past. Future generations of America
will no longer live in the same United States. Oppression, violence, and the loss of civil
rights will become their reality. As Ronald Reagan’s words of wisdom confirm:
Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it
to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on
for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our
children and our children's children what it was once like in the United States where
men were free (qtd. in “Learn”).
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